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The Employment of an Iterative Design Process to Develop
a Pulmonary Graphical Display

S. BLAKE WACHTER, BS, JIM AGUTTER, MARCH, NOAH SYROID, MS, FRANK DREWS, PHD,
MATTHEW B. WEINGER, MD, DWAYNE WESTENSKOW, PHD

A b s t r a c t Objective: Data representations on today’s medical monitors need to be improved
to advance clinical awareness and prevent data vigilance errors. Simply building graphical displays
does not ensure an improvement in clinical performance because displays have to be consistent with
the user’s clinical processes and mental models. In this report, the development of an original
pulmonary graphical display for anesthesia is used as an example to show an iterative design process
with built-in usability testing.

Design: The process reported here is rapid, inexpensive, and requires a minimal number of subjects
per development cycle. Three paper-based tests evaluated the anatomic, variable mapping, and
graphical diagnostic meaning of the pulmonary display.

Measurements: A confusion matrix compared the designer’s intended answer with the subject’s
chosen answer. Considering deviations off the diagonal of the confusion matrix as design weaknesses,
the pulmonary display was modified and retested. The iterative cycle continued until the anatomic
and variable mapping cumulative test scores for a chosen design scored above 90% and the graphical
diagnostic meaning test scored above 75%.

Results: The iterative development test resulted in five design iterations. The final graphical
pulmonary display improved the overall intuitiveness by 18%. The display was tested in three
categories: anatomic features, variable mapping, and diagnostic accuracy. The anatomic intuitiveness
increased by 25%, variable mapping intuitiveness increased by 34%, and diagnostic accuracy
decreased slightly by 4%.

Conclusion: With this rapid iterative development process, an intuitive graphical display can be
developed inexpensively prior to formal testing in an experimental setting.
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Despite today’s technologic advances, human error is
responsible for the majority of accidents and mishaps across

all industries.1 In anesthesia, Cooper et al.2 concluded that
an alarming 82% of preventable patient injuries are caused
by human error. Patient injury due to human error falls into
many categories,3 including human error associated with
vigilance and clinical monitoring.3,4 Therefore, it is easy
to understand human error when a critical intensive care
clinician must assess more than 200 variables to diagnose
a problem and treat a patient before injury occurs.

The presentation of medical data can be improved. Critical-
incident studies have identified the improvement of
monitoring devices as a factor when considering reducing
human error and improving patient safety.3,5–7 Human
factor studies in aviation and power plant management
have shown that better monitors can improve detection,
control, and prediction of future states.5,8–11

Many medical graphical displays have been developed
using human factors design principles. Two of the common
graphical displays found in the literature are configural and
ecological displays.9,12 Configural displays are graphical
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displays that map parameters to geometric shapes designed
to accentuate emergent features. Emergent features are
portions of the display that become more salient when
parameters change. Ecological displays are graphical di-
splays that directly represent all system parameters and the
relations among them (Fig. 1).13 In critical care medicine,
both configural and ecological displays have been shown to
improve detection, control, and prediction of patient
status.14–20 Just as the art and science of medicine are
multifaceted and ambiguous, configural and ecological
displays have tended to be unnecessarily complex, re-
quiring comprehensive training of the intended users.

Complex and unintuitive displays add additional cognitive
workload to the user.5–13 Human factor studies have shown
that mistakes occur more often when the user experiences
an elevated cognitive workload.5,13,21 A display designed
according to human factors and basic findings of cognitive
psychology should be intuitive to the user and thereby
reduce cognitive workload.12,22 To make a display intuitive,
a representative group of users should be involved dur-
ing the development and testing of the display.23,24 When
designing medical displays, however, few clinicians have
the time or desire to develop a new graphical display.
Further, it is difficult to recruit a large enough number of
clinicians to provide reliable input to the design process.
Thus, most researchers do not address the intuitiveness of
the displays and depend only on formal testing of a mature
display.25 A reason may be that the time and expense of
developing a display discourage refinement and continued
testing. A design process that involves the users during the
development of the display while remaining cost-effective
and time-efficient needs to be used.

Similar to software developers who optimize code de-
velopment through the use of iterative design methodolo-
gies, an iterative development cycle can also be used to
design information displays.23 Such processes are utilized to
minimize alterations to the requirements and the design late

in the development life cycle when a change is more costly.23

In addition, design changes often are made subjectively or
with (unintentional) cognitive bias from the designers.26 For
instance, designers might have selective biases for their
design, which may hinder the designer from evaluating it
effectively. Therefore, it is critical to evaluate the informa-
tion display by the intended users as it is being designed—
well before implementation and formal evaluation.23 This
allows the design process to be optimized while gaining an
understanding of the intuitiveness and usability of the
display.

Our interdisciplinary team (architects, cognitive psycho-
logists, bioengineers, computer scientists, human factors ex-
perts, clinicians, and medical informaticians) has adopted a
process for developing information displays that promotes
design as a function of human behavior and the interaction
between subjects and the display. The design approach
was based on the concept of a ‘‘hermeneutical circle,’’ de-
scribed by Snodgrass and Coyne27 as an iterative process of
implementing a design, learning and understanding from
discussion and feedback, and subsequent design refine-
ment. With the iterative rapid design development, the
tests of the display focused on usability and intuitiveness
of the display. Users were recruited as subjects during each
testing phase per development cycle.

After successfully developing a cardiovascular28 and drug
display29 using this iterative development cycle, we the-
orized that an initial pulmonary graphical display, shown
in Figure 2, could be refined to become more intuitive
by using our iterative development cycle. This report doc-
uments this process for developing information displays by
using a pulmonary graphical display as an example.

The primary focus of developing and evaluating the
pulmonary graphical design was to increase the success of
future testing of the design while minimizing design
evaluation costs. As a result, this report represents the

F i g u r e 1. (A) Configural displays map parameters to geometric shapes. As parameters change, the shape distorts. (B)
Ecological displays focus on the relationships between parameters. In this example, the rectangle shape will change height and
width with respect to volume and respiratory rate.
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initial testing as the first part of a three-part study: the
development process to design a pulmonary graphical
display in anesthesia. The second stage will bring the
pulmonary graphical display to life in an anesthesia sim-
ulator with evolving scenarios in a realistic environment.
Finally, the third phase will test the display in the operat-
ing room.

Background

The pulmonary graphical display related variables of
respiratory physiology and anatomy that are monitored
during general anesthesia. By combining aspects of both
configural and ecological graphical displays, the pulmonary
display focused on data representation, emergent features,
and reference frames. Through unique combinations of
simple shapes and colors, our goal was to develop
a pulmonary display that had an intuitive look and feel of

the pulmonary system. A second goal was to add clinical
relevance to the pulmonary display through presentation of
pertinent information at just the right moment to support
diagnosis. Distinguishing normal from abnormal, a refer-
ence frame that surrounds each emergent feature defined
the current state and allowed the user to identify changes
from normal.

Data Representation

As an example of an ecological display, Cole and
Stewart16,17 described their graphical display to be an in-
tuitive representation of the data. They developed a graph-
ical display to represent pulmonary ventilator information
in the intensive care unit (ICU) by a series of rectangles
representing a patient’s tidal volume and respiratory rate
at specific points in time. The shape of each rectangle
integrated tidal volume and respiratory rate defining the
rectangle’s height and width (Fig. 1B). With their graphical
display, Cole and Stewart17 showed that subjects intuitively
recognized the dark rectangles as representing mechanically
ventilated patients and the light rectangles as representing
spontaneously breathing patients. The volume rectangles of
Cole and Stewart17 are an example of a simple ecological
display. The ventilator rectangles were intuitive and rep-
resentative because the subjects were able to ‘‘see’’ the data
in the context of ventilator weaning.

Intuitive pulmonary graphics can also be found in medical
textbooks. Figure 3A shows airway restriction by a thicken-
ing or a bulging of the tube edges. This picture is intuitive to
the reader because it looks anatomically and physically like
the diagnoses being discussed. The user would need little
training to associate this image with airway restriction.
Figure 3B shows a more complex, although still intuitive,
image of anatomic features. This display may cause

F i g u r e 2. The initial pulmonary design that began our
iterative development cycle. (Bellows : blue, inspired gas :
green, lungs : green, expired gas : gray, airway : metallic.)

F i g u r e 3. (A) A simple and intuitive image shows airway obstruction. (B) Complex and intuitive image shows a diagram
of the anatomic lung. These images are borrowed with permission from the medical textbook, Grippi’s Pulmonary
Pathophysiology.35
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confusion to the user when interpreting and associating
measured data. Therefore, the difficulty of designing
a successful display lies in discovering the balance between
intuitiveness and simplicity while maintaining meaning.

Normal Reference Frame

A reference frame is a graphical indication of an initial or
baseline state. When the state changes, a reference frame
indicates how much of a change has occurred. A display
with a reference frame emphasizes change by the distortion
of the normal shape.13

A study showed that a display that incorporated reference
frames enabled anesthesiologists to perform a task more
accurately. Jungk et al.19 compared subject performances
using a traditional waveform trending display and a type of
configural display. The configural display indicated a nor-
mal reference frame by a vertical horizontal line. Deviations
from normal were shown by horizontal histograms.
Subjects were able to recognize the normal state of the
patient with less error when using the configural display as
opposed to the traditional waveform trending display.19

Also adding support for normal reference frames, Blike30

compared variations of an ecological display and a tradi-
tional alpha-numeric display representing hemodynamic
information. Subjects were asked to identify five basic
patterns of hypotensive shock in a flash-card style com-
puter-based test. Blike30 concluded that subjects were able
to perform better with the ecological displays compared
with the alpha-numeric display due to the presence of
boundary information indicating normal ranges of pa-
rameters.

Emergent Features

In the domain of graphical displays designed for patient
care, emergent features provide additional information
about the patient’s status. In similar studies, noted pre-
viously, Blike et al.18,31 also attributed the success of
subjects’ ability to improve their diagnostic accuracy to
emergent features shown on the researchers’ ecological
displays. Blike concluded that the shape (emergent feature)
of the overall object was accountable for the improved
accuracy.31 Yet, he also cautioned that the emergent features
must have clinical meaning to provide similar results.
Emergent features should emphasize a clinically relevant
change in patient status, thereby enhancing the detection
and diagnostic power of the display.

Methods

The pulmonary display development process began by
listing the variables that were considered by clinicians to be
important in diagnosing pulmonary events (Tables 1 and
2).32 With expert consultation and literature reviews, the
scope of the pulmonary display included the following set of
variables: tidal volume (VT), respiratory rate (RR), fractional
inspired oxygen (FIO2), end tidal carbon dioxide (ETCO2),
fractional alveoli oxygen (FAO2), upper airway resistance

(Upper RAW), lower airway resistance (Lower RAW), and
compliance (CL).32 These variables were chosen because
they are used commonly to diagnose pulmonary events.32

With these variables and the concepts of configural and
ecological displays in mind, we began to design a pulmonary
display. Many initial designs were considered (Fig. 4) before
the development team decided on the initial shape for the
pulmonary graphical display shown in Figure 2.

A three-step testing protocol was used. It consisted of three
paper-based tests intended to evaluate the pulmonary
display design’s intuitiveness and the ability to support the
diagnosis of pulmonary events. For each of the tests, the
subjects were informed that the display represented data
from a mechanically ventilated patient. Subjects, comprised
of the intended users of the display, attempted to identify the
anatomic, physiologic, and graphical meaning of the display
from a predetermined set of choices. A set of choices for each
test was comprised of both intended answers and related
possible choices to assess the subject’s interpretation of the
display elements or intended diagnoses. Test results were
compared with the designers’ intentions for the display.

The first paper-based test asked the user to identify the
anatomic features of the design. The anatomic test was
designed to assess the subject’s ability to associate the
element of the display with the display’s underlying
intended representation. For instance, in Figure 5, the
designers’ intent was for the accordion-shaped cylinder to
represent the bellows of the anesthesia machine.

Table 1 j A Subset of Measured Pulmonary Variables
Determined by Experts to Be Useful Information
When Diagnosing Pulmonary Events in Anesthesia

Variables Meaning

VT Tidal volume
RR Respiratory rate
I:E Inspiratory to expiratory rate
FIO2 Fractional inspired O2

PEEP Peak end expiratory pressure
SpO2 O2 saturation of arterial blood measured

by pulse oximeter (infers SaO2)
SaO2 O2 saturation in arterial blood
SaCO2 CO2 saturation in arterial blood
PaO2 O2 partial pressure in arterial blood
PaCO2 CO2 partial pressure in arterial blood
SaO2 O2 saturation in alveoli
SaCO2 CO2 saturation in alveoli
ETCO2 End tidal CO2

FRC Forced residual capacity
pH Acidity of blood
PIP Peak inspiratory pressure

(indirectly measures RAW and CL)
Vd Dead space
CL Compliance
Lower RAW Lower airway resistance
Upper RAW Upper airway resistance
FAO2 Fractional alveolar oxygen
V/Q Volume/flow match
Shunt Shunting of blood
A-aO2 Arterial/alveoli O2 gradient
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The second paper-based test asked the user to link the
pulmonary variables with the graphical features of the
design. For instance, in Figure 5, the height of the bellows
reflected the patient’s tidal volume.

The third paper-based test asked the user to diagnose
pulmonary events based on the emergent features of the
pulmonary display. The display represented an adverse
pulmonary event with portions of the display deviating

Table 2 j A Subset of Adverse Pulmonary Events that May Be Encountered during Anesthesia and Diagnosed
Using Monitored Pulmonary Variables*

Event Variables Used to Diagnose

Hypoventilation Tidal volume, ETCO2, FAO2, RR, I:E, SaO2

Hyperventilation Tidal volume, ETCO2, FAO2, RR, I:E, SaO2

COPD Tidal volume, ETCO2, FAO2, compliance, SaO2

Intrinsic PEEP Tidal volume, ETCO2, PEEP, RR, I:E
Ventilator malfunctions Tidal volume, ETCO2, FAO2, RR, I:E, RAW, compliance, SaO2

Stiff lung due to decreased compliance Tidal volume, ETCO2, FAO2, compliance
Pneumothorax Tidal volume, ETCO2, FAO2, compliance, SaO2

Bronchospasm Tidal volume, ETCO2, FAO2, lower RAW, SaO2

Obstructed ETT Tidal volume, ETCO2, FAO2, upper RAW, SaO2

Esophageal intubation Tidal volume, ETCO2, FAO2, compliance, SaO2

Hypoxemia Tidal volume, ETCO2, FAO2, SaO2

Endobronchial intubation Tidal volume, ETCO2, FAO2, compliance
Hypercarbia Tidal volume, ETCO2, FAO2, SaO2

Pulmonary fibrosis Tidal volume, ETCO2, FAO2, compliance

*In many of the events listed, auscultation would be used to diagnose the event. Auscultation was not included in the list of variables because
it is not measured.

F i g u r e 4. Some preliminary pulmonary designs.
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from the normal reference frame. For example, the bellows
object increased in height (increased tidal volume) with
respect to the normal reference line, while the ETCO2 box
decreased in height (decreased ETCO2) to represent a hyper-
ventilation pulmonary event (Fig. 5).

After obtaining an institutional review board (IRB) approval
for a multicentered study, subjects were recruited from the
University of Utah Hospital, VA San Diego Medical Center,
and University of Arizona Hospital. The 46 study subjects
included anesthesiologists (n = 22), nurse anesthetists
(n = 1), residents (n = 18), and medical students (n = 5).

Results

The iterative process led to five designs that were evaluated
sequentially (Table 3). Each design anatomically represented
the same objects (lungs, airway, bellows, inspired gas, and
expired gas) and measured variables (fractional alveoli
oxygen, airway resistance, tidal volume, fractional inspired
oxygen, and end tidal carbon dioxide). Each of the designs
was tested as described above. It quickly became apparent
after only a few subjects that designs 1 and 2 were not yet
optimized.

Design changes were based on analysis of the data from the
three paper-based tests that were assembled into confusion
matrices (Tables 4 and 5). The confusion matrices listed the
designer’s intended answers in the left column and the
user’s actual answers along the top row for each of the three
paper-based test types per design cycle. An intended
answer that matched the subject’s answer contributed a data
point on the matrix diagonal. Thus, answers deviating from
the diagonal were tagged as potentially confusing features.
With this analysis, potential design weaknesses were seen
easily. As an example, the anatomic testing confusion
matrixes of design 5 and design 3 are shown in Table 4
and Table 5.

On identifying a suboptimal feature of the design, the
display was altered and retested with a new group of
subjects. For example, the airway representation in design 3
(Table 4) was confusing. On changing the design to an
anatomic picture of the airway in design 5, the pulmonary
design appeared to become more intuitive. The iterative
cycle of design and testing continued until the anatomic and

variable mapping test scores reached above 90%, and the
diagnostic test score reached above 75%. We used a lower
diagnostic test score criterion because the diagnostic images
were snapshots of pulmonary events in time, and a time
reference was not included in the diagnostic test. At the
point of meeting the tests’ thresholds, the team determined
that the design had completed the iterative development
cycle and was ready for phase two of the study that will
focus on more formal testing.

The cumulative percentages of each of the three tests for
each of the five designs are shown in Figure 6. Using the
overall trend that emerged with each design cycle as a guide,
the design progressed, and the elements of the display that
were addressed according to the design and testing process
became easier to recognize.

With our iterative design process, the pulmonary display
began with an initial design with an average of 70%
recognition rate of all three tests and finished with a final
design with an average of 88%. The design iterations
improved the anatomic recognition of the display from 73%
to 98% and of the mapping of variables from 57% to 91%.
The final pulmonary display design resulted in diagnosis of
eight pulmonary events with 79% accuracy.

The final pulmonary display, Figure 7, anatomically re-
presented the bellows, airway, lungs, inspired gas, and
expired gas. The accordion-shaped bellows object was
similar to the bellows in the anesthesia ventilator machine.
The pulmonary graphical bellows moved vertically re-
presenting changes in tidal volume with respect to normal.
The airway graphic resembled the trachea and the branched
bronchi shown in Figure 3A. Also, the lung object was
shaped as a bisemielliptical sphere similar to the anatomic
picture of the lungs shown in Figure 3B. Colors were chosen
according to the operating room standards used in the
United States: green was used to indicate oxygen and gray
to indicate carbon dioxide. The shade of green was mapped
to the amount of oxygen in the alveoli (FAO2). The green box
(upper left) represented inhaled gas, and the shade of green is
mapped to FIO2. The gray box (upper right) represented
exhaled CO2 and the height of the box is mapped to ETCO2

(Fig. 7A).

The pulmonary display contained emergent features to
show lung compliance and airway resistance. As shown in
figure 7B, a billowy enlargement of the lung depicted an
increase in lung compliance, such as in emphysema. On the
other hand, a decrease in lung compliance, as in pulmonary
fibrosis, was depicted by a black mesh outlining the normal
reference frame of the lung (Fig. 7C). An obstruction in the
lower airways (such as bronchospasm) was depicted as
a narrowing in both of the two lower bronchi (Fig. 7D). An
obstruction in the upper airway (such as obstructed
endotracheal tube) was depicted as a narrowing of the
upper trachea (Fig. 7E).

Discussion

The pulmonary display’s intuitiveness resulted from exten-
sive iterative usability testing. If the display is intuitive,

F i g u r e 5. Hyperventilation pulmonary event.
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the user will need less training to learn to use the display and
should be able to quickly and accurately diagnose adverse
pulmonary events through pattern recognition.5,13

Our iterative development cycle allowed the refinement
of the display before expensive formal testing. As needed
with any new display for medicine, the development
process of the pulmonary graphical display will continue
with detailed testing of the display in realistic clinical
environments. For our formal testing, we will use
high-fidelity anesthesia simulators and animated pulmo-
nary events to test the display’s utility for helping
make accurate and rapid diagnoses. Operating room
evaluations will be a final predictor of the display’s
success.

Referring to Figure 6, it is interesting to note that although
the recognition of the anatomic and variable mapping
features of the design improved with each iteration, the
accuracy of the diagnoses decreased until the final design
was developed. One possible reason could be that the
display during the first four iterations lacked gestalt
characteristics. The individual parts of the display were
anatomically intuitive, but the integrated graphical display
of the patient’s condition did not appear emergent to the
users. Also, noting the subtle changes of designs 1 through
4, our team had experienced bias toward our pulmonary
display design 1. Admittedly, we wanted to believe that
design 1 would be intuitive to the user, and therefore we
changed the design only subtly to address the user’s
confusion points evident in the confusion matrices. After

Table 3 j The Design Pictures and Changes of Each of the Five Design Iterations

Abbreviations: Att, attending anesthesiologists; Res, residents (first-to third-year); CRNA, certified registered nurse anesthetists; Med Stu,
medical students (third- and fourth-year).
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exhausting many design options, we were forced to concede
that designs 1 through 4 were not sufficiently intuitive and
began to consider a complete redesign before the group
decided to test design 5. This design yielded a diagnosis test
score close to the original with an improved anatomic and
variable mapping test score.

Design 5 resulted in the desirable gestalt characteristics. The
airway was modified to look anatomically like an airway
and, thus, probably brought coherence to the entire design.
Although the final diagnostic test score of design 5 calcu-
lated to be 79% compared with 83% in the first iteration, we
felt that because all three scores had an upward trend, the
anatomic score of 98%, and a variable mapping score of
91%, the design had reached a stage at which it would be
appropriate to begin formal testing.

The change from a gray cylinder for the airway to a yellow
cylinder in design 4 may have caused the dip in scores for
all of the three tests during the fourth design iteration.
The change of color was suggested due to the consistent
association of the airway representation with the CO2

absorber in previous design iterations. It is interesting to
note that the yellow color may have even further enforced
association with the CO2 absorber. In one case, the subject
commented that the object looked strongly like a CO2

absorber full of CO2 because, in his mind, CO2 is an undesir-
able gas, and yellow is an undesirable color. Further, the
design team noted that the use of color as an indicator may
not be optimal because some users may be colorblind. For
instance, colorblind users may have problems detecting the
shade of green of the lung object mapped to the amount of
measured oxygen in the lung (FAO2). The colors were chosen
because they add intuitiveness to the display by conforming
to the accepted color choices to represent these gases in

U.S. operating rooms. Colors that might be undetected by
colorblind users are labeled redundantly.

Although peak inspiratory pressure (PIP) was included as
one of the important variables used to diagnose pulmonary
events, we chose not to visualize PIP in our pulmonary
display. First, our group determined through usability
testing that we were not portraying PIP adequately to the
anesthesiologist with our graphical displays. Second, re-
alizing that PIP was used as an indirect indicator of
resistance or compliance, we decided to directly portray
the clinical information through our resistance and compli-
ance elements in the pulmonary display.

The design process described in this report was used to
develop the pulmonary graphical display for anesthesia.
Recognizing the need for formal testing of medical displays,
this process should be used prior to formal testing to in-
crease the likelihood of a successful outcome. Through the
rapid and inexpensive development process described here,
the pulmonary display was enhanced and refined through
several stages (from design 1 shown in Figure 2 to design 5
shown in Figure 7) to a design deemed suitable for clinical
testing.

Study Limitations and Conclusions

A multiple-choice format was used for the three paper-
based tests to ensure answers were unchallenged as correct
or incorrect. The disadvantage of the testing format is that
the set of possible answers may have influenced the subjects
to choose an answer from the list, rather than what came to
mind immediately on viewing the display image. A hybrid
test format consisting of multiple-choice matching and

Table 4 j The Anatomic Test’s Confusion Matrix for Design 3*

Subjects’ Choices

Designers’ Intentions Inspired Gas Expired Gas Bellows Airway Lungs/SOGEy CO2 Absorber Diaphragm Mouth Blank

Inspired gas 8 1 1
Expired gas 1 9
Bellows 10
Airway 5 2 1 1 1
Lungs/SOGE 10

*All users identified the designer’s intentions for the lungs and bellows. Most users identified the inspired and expired gas objects. The results
indicated, however, that the airway might require additional design refinement.

ySOGE ¼ site of gas exchange.

Table 5 j The Anatomical Test’s Confusion Matrix for Design 5*

Subjects’ Choices

Designers’ Intentions Inspired Gas Expired Gas Bellows Airway Lungs/SOGEy CO2 Absorption

Inspired gas 13
Expired gas 12 1
Bellows 13
Airway 13
Lungs/SOGE

13

*With one exception, all graphical features were correctly identified by the subjects.
ySOGE ¼ site of gas exchange.
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a section to freely contribute ideas may be an improvement
to the current test design.

Also, the small number of subjects in each of the study
groups may be considered a limitation. We felt it was
essential to test the intuitiveness of the design with the
actual users of the system. Therefore, the number of users at
our participating facilities was a limiting factor. It was also
necessary to test subjects who had not seen any form of the
display prior to testing. Studies have found that four to five
subjects are adequate for identifying 80% of the usability
issues with a proposed design,33,34 and our later designs
were tested with ten to 14 subjects.

Another important aspect is that the intuitiveness of this
design may change when the pulmonary image is animated
with real-time data. The testing described in this report used
static images on paper without an indication of time
elapsed. Future studies are needed to ensure the display
remains intuitive and usable when animated with patient
data.

In addition to graphical information, we recognize that
the numeric data and waveforms are important in-
formation. These values were omitted in this prelimi-
nary testing to evaluate the value of the information
provided by the pulmonary display alone. Future
implementations of the pulmonary graphical display
will be supplemented with standard clinical numeric
values.

We describe a straightforward iterative design process
involving frequent simple usability testing that resulted in
a graphical pulmonary display with improved intuitive-
ness and usability. A similar approach has been used
successfully to design clinically useful cardiovascular and
drug displays prior to their testing and implementa-
tion.28,29 The next phase of testing of the putative
pulmonary display described here will be in an anesthesia
simulator.

F i g u r e 6. The cumulative test scores for each of the five
design iterations.

F i g u r e 7. (A) The final design (design 5) of the pulmonary display in a normal state. (Inspired gas : green, bellows : blue,
expired gas : gray, airway : pink, lungs : green). (B) Emergent features of the design show a lung with emphysema. The
billowing lung depicting an increase in compliance was an emergent feature of the pulmonary display. (C) Different emergent
features of the design show a lung with pulmonary fibrosis. The cage surrounding the lung depicted a decrease in compliance
(stiff lung). Black triangular objects show lower (D) and upper (E) airway restriction.
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